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of other areas of Christian service. But I would not want to
have them because in 3 years if you want to truly learnto
interpret the Scriptures you've got a big job and if you
take much time away from it you' do,'t et that job cone. but
there is one thing that we feel is so vital we put tremendous
tress on it here. That iS leanrito communicate uOc,'5 truth.

Learn to speak to people an understand what you are say-
ing and understand the thouhts you are trying to present. So
it gets across to them. That is a very discouraging thing t
try to teach because nobody.ever hears himself speak. We all
hear something inside our heads and that's entirely different
from what you iear outside. Entirely cliff orent. We hear that
thside and think it's rnight' qd ana other people wonder what
we're talking about! It Is one thing to sound good to yourself
but the important thing is to'be clear.to other people and
get your thoughts across. That takes time and effort to learn
to do well. So we stress it in Fômiletics, on learning to
communicate and express our thoughts well and effectively. If
you get that and get the knowFedgeof the Scripture, how to
interpret it and get IL into your mind and if theris:.nothinq"
else you get while you're here you will have sonething that is
tremendO'usly useful for your life.

If you learn all.rts of, things about methods and ways of
doing Christian work and if you don't get these two things, you
do not have the 'foundation for that which is most essential for
get doing the work the Lord wants you to do in any phase of
Christian work. , .

Those arc' the emphases. we're trying to make here. 'These are
matters that are vitalforeverybódywho.ould like to be wise
and who would bike to ine like the brightness of heaven, and
who would like to lead many to righteousness. May God enable
each one o you reach that qoal.

There's oneot.her thing. I would like to assure you that
h,""of us on the facultr s tremendously interested in the

prr,qres you are making. It is very easy for a little problem
to-begin. and to be bo¬her'orne to you and to grow and to eventually
'wrecksomeimportant part of your work. Perhaps wreck your whole
rourse. It is easy for, that tohappen. It's important to recognize
that those problems at the start and to deal with them. The
members of the faculty among them have had some of these
experiences personally or by alkin.with others of almost any
sortof problem that you are apt to meet. I want to assure you
that everyone is vitally Interested in thtprogress of every one
of you.

" I ar at a great disadvantage in this because as I mentioned
hr-fore therews left out of my nature someway the ability to
recognize faces. 1 know some people who can see you once and
they will. recognize you 20 years from now. Withne I ususally have
to see you '1 times and hear your name spoken. After that I can
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